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● Introductions

● Overview of the National Equity Atlas (NEA) and Bay 
Area Equity Atlas (BAEA)

● Survey of Atlas tools

○ Short demo of indicator tables

○ Recent analyses

○ Challenges and future goals

● Q&A + Discussion

Today’s Agenda



ABOUT NEA AND BAEA



About the National Equity Atlas

● Launched in 2014

● Produced by PolicyLink and the USC 
Equity Research Institute (ERI)

● First-of-its-kind data and policy tool 
providing communities, advocates, and 
policymakers with actionable data and 
strategies to advance racial and 
economic equity in the U.S.



How we do research

● Campaign-driven

● Justice-driven

● Rigorous

● Accessible



How we do data

● Strong narrative and messaging

● Deeply disaggregated local data

● Community-tested framework

● Unique indicators and analyses

● User-friendly interface

● Data for policy and systems change



A research justice approach
● Recognize value of 

experiential knowledge in 
our methods/research

● Build long term 
partnerships with local 
leaders to co-create and 
co-own research products

● Engaging with grassroots 
leaders to inform research 
priorities

● Provide rapid response 
data and research support



About the Bay Area Equity Atlas (BAEA)

● Produced in partnership with the San Francisco 
Foundation, PolicyLink, and the USC Equity 
Research Institute (ERI)

● A comprehensive data tool that tracks the state 
of equity across the nine-county region

○ Actionable, disaggregated data 

○ 23 equity metrics covering 272 
geographies



Equity Campaign Leaders (ECL) Member Organizations



Who is our primary audience?

● Designed to support policy 
advocates, organizers, 
community nonprofits working 
to build equity across the 
region

● In practice, our research tools 
& community engagement 
efforts serve many audiences:

Policy Advocates

Community Organizers

Nonprofit Providers & Developers

Foundations

Local Government Officials & Staff

Academic Researchers & Students

Journalists & Media Outlets



Example use cases

“Equity Atlas data underscores what we are seeing on 
the ground every day, and provides critical information 
for us to advocate for humane, equitable, common 
sense policy to keep people housed.”

— Debra Ballinger, Monument Impact, Concord

Bolstering Tenant Stories with Equity 
Data to Strengthen Eviction Protections 
and Rent Stabilization



Example use cases

Segregation in the Bay Area
One in 10 Bay Area Neighborhoods are Segregated 
Areas of White Wealth



Example use cases

Media partnership with Bay City News 
Foundation on Democracy 



SURVEY of ATLAS TOOLS



● Updated data for all 
population indicators (through 
at least 2020)

● Revised wraparound text 
(factors behind disparities, 
strategies for equity, etc.)

● New indicators:

○ BAEA: Experiencing 
Homelessness, Basic 
Family Needs

○ NEA: Workforce equity 
metrics

Recently @ BAEA / NEA
Updated Indicator Tables



Which geographies do our indicator tables include?
Site Bay Area Equity Atlas National Equity Atlas

Level of 
detail

● 9-County Bay Area
● All of Alameda County
● Individual cities & CDPs
● Census tract-level 

mapping data for some 
indicators

● 5-County Bay Area (Alameda, Contra Costa, 
Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo)

● All of Alameda County*
● City-level data for Oakland & Fremont*

*some metrics only



Recently @ BAEA
Written Analyses &
Data Visualizations

● Tracking local govt. spending of American 
Rescue Plan Act funds (Treasury data)

● Examining residents’ financial recovery 
from the pandemic (Household Pulse 
Survey data)

● Surveying racial diversity of local elected 
officials (Original data collection)

● Comparing cities’ and counties’ population 
change over the 2010s (Census data)



Recently @ BAEA
“In Their Own Words” Resident Stories Series



What are some notable data limitations?

● Using American Community Survey (ACS) & State of CA data:
○ Time lag (most recent ACS data available: 2022)
○ Some communities & populations too small to report
○ Limited data on business ownership, disability, health, environment
○ Racial categories are subjective (how people answer, how we categorize 

the responses)

● Site maintenance is labor intensive: adding new indicators requires future 
planning



Forthcoming @ NEA/BEA
Projects in the Pipeline

● NEA: Greening America’s Cities initiative
○ New environmental justice indicators
○ Regional analyses of Los Angeles, Atlanta

● BAEA: Signature regional analyses
○ Housing growth & affordable housing development

○ Population change in Bay Area’s Black communities

○ Refineries, air pollution, & environmental justice

○ Comparing in-migration & out-migration



QUESTIONS?



Questions for Organizational Effectiveness Committee:

● What kinds of data and research tools do you currently use to 
inform decision-making in your work?
○ What’s been most helpful?

○ What are the main challenges?

● What are your goals/aspirations in growing how you work 
with data?
○ What kinds of population-level data would you like to have, but 

cannot currently access?



To explore more data about our region, visit bayareaequityatlas.org
National Equity Atlas: nationalequityatlas.org

Questions? Connect with us by email:
 • Ryan Fukumori, ryan@policylink.org

Thank you!

https://bayareaequityatlas.org/

